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Ti~e theor} of !argo cardmfds Im.q in recent years centered i~self principally 
arom~d ~w~'~ m;~tioa~ ]'he ~ir~q of ~hesc, 41a~ of compl~'~e:ly ~ddifi~,e ~'~:e:~,~'~re, i~i~i~qly 
~ ; • ~ , .  ~ bam~.k~ pI'~?m{~c[ice ~w;~}~ Scott's cc lebn~ed theorem ~hat the existence ,c,~ a 
measurabR cardinal {replies ~he existence of ~onconstruc6bie s ts. And the second 
key notk,n. ~ha~ of partif ion pr~pe~v, became well known soon thereafter via a 
• ;~riking improvement of ScotFs re-;~h, aamely Rowi~ottom's theorem ~ha~ the 
existence of a Ramsey cardina~ implies ihe existence of a noncoastructible s l of 
integers) Now atihough the s~atemen~s of these two primary results are strongly 
rcla~cd, chc mglhods used in proving lh~ m are entirely dit~erent, ia fact, these two 
me{l~ods served as {he foundalions for divergent palhs {rom which modern large 
cardina~ ~heor) s<4~sequen{ly developed. 
One of tl~e principal rc~so~:s for the disparity between the "'measure" approach 
and ~he "part i t ion" approach to large cardinals is ~he fact that allhough there are 
many simple m~d ett'eciivc ~ombinatoriat ways to weaken a~d modify partit ion 
reh,:~tio~s, ihc samc is not true wilh rc~:pecl to measure properties, The known 
methods for weakening the notion of ~nea~urab!e cardinal were either strictly 
model ~heorelic or were extremely narrow and restricied. 
tn this paper we attack the problem ~f modifying full measurabil ity. We shall 
i ~m~d~:ice a class of pnrely combi~alorial  propcr~i,.~s of cardinals known as flipping 
proper{ies and show {hem to unify a great many previously dive'~ent ideas from 
large cardinal lheory. 
It woukl be ~mrealistic during :his general discussion to go ~nto any great detail 
co~cernmg Ihc spa:cities o[ flipp{~g properties bu~ fro,~ a crude metival ioaat po i . t  
of view, pcrhaps this wi4 help: s~ppose tha~. K is an uncotmiable cardinal. Then if 
A is a givc~a >ub~c~ of K, tl~e '"flip" of A means simply the complement of A, 
K-  .4. But more to the point, if A , , .A , ,A : ,A~.A~, .4s  . . . . .  A . . . . .  is a given 
sequence of subsets of K, then a "flip" of that sequence ~s a sequence of the form 
B~,, B .  ~?e, B~, B~, f~ . . . . .  B . . . . . .  where for each a, B. is either A~ er {i~e flip of A~. 
' ~,.,~:l~ ~:~I¢.c , u:,.~io~s w¢~.~ a]Ic:~dF wclbk:~own to,:'ombi~m.~oricists. Th¢. c resalts, howe,,~ r, cat, lured the 
a~e~ic, a of ~,ogicians h~e~ested h~the model ¢:heorc~ic properties n{ set ~heory. 
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Flipping propcr l ies,  no~, eai~ be ,',e~,eribed roughl} as p:ot~crtw. ,,f K revoking 
asscrltons of I J ~ c form given a sequence o~ +ubsci~ t+f K of ]ctlgth ). there ¢xiMs t+ l l ip 
of the 5cqtlctl.2e Stlch th+~t the intel+cclion ,q the ~cis in (he flii~ h:+s c.udtnai~t~ A.
Her~ arc three specific examples: 
Property 1. For any ~r < K and an 3 sequence s of submts of K o ,~ length ~ there 
exists a flip of .~ such that the interscctio:, of the sets iu the flip has c, rdina~ity K
Prot~rty 2. Given an3 sequence s of .~ubsets of K of !¢ngth K. tt~ere xists a flip 
of the sequence such theft the inlersecti¢ ,+~ of any f'~ver th?n K-ran.p, sets in the flip 
has cardinalitv E. 
Properl)  ~ 3. (';i~ e~l any scqtxnc¢ s t~f ,',tbset.,, of ~, thctc exists .~ fl:p of s such that 
the inte~0ct.ons of any fewer than K-many sets in the flip h;~s ca~iit~alitv K. 
Now it turns out that these three flipping pt,+pcrtics ~+re cqtfixnle~i+ to well-known 
large c~rdinnl propert ~es. The first charac+cri~es K ~ I,cnt+t st ~o~++~ly iv ~cecssiblc. I hc 
second K 's  s~uisfy~ng h ~ (K):.  atat the third K s being mc~+sura~lc. 
As this paper pn~t eeds we shall, in additiott o r,rt~x ill,, these three equivalences , ~ 
and o l l lc~ like them. ptescut a sampling of the lt~eo~ " and techniques of flipping 
properl ies. This will involve a presentation both of a number of new t~teorems 
(combinatorial ones as well a~ noneombina~ wial ones) :~s well as a Ilumber of 
simplified flipping-style proofs of older theorems. 
Our  sam~ding will b~ no me;ms be complete bul ,ather will bc dcs~ncd to convex 
some of the po~er  behind the ideas. For further results else should et nsult the lisl 
of references ~t the end of the paper. 
I. ( 'on, .b in: l tor ia l  consequene~ of f l ipp ing  proper t i~  
~;e be~.,.!n with a sinwle "'flipping" characterization of slrong h ~cce~biht~. 
~en,  as ~ucce~x el'; more uniformity is added ~o the ~lppm~ a~ump~on~, w,e w~l 
be led qu~te nalurall) to properties cquivalen= to vatio,,s well known large cardinal 
hypotheses. ~us  fhc "'flipping'" idea wiil show how this array of prcvu,usly known 
hypotheses :~ctualiv forms a cuhc~cn[ progression. 
A few llotattoils uscf0l fix discussing flipping: Throughout this paper. K will 
always denote an uncountable cardinal. S~ v~ill d,.'note {f~[: K - ,  2~}, i.c . the set 
of all K-sequences of subsets of K+ s~ will denote { t ; f ,~ + 2 ~, f~ < K }. i.e.. the set 
of all less-tlm,-,~ +sOqllcDCCS Of ~t lb~tS  Of K. I:O; f, t '6  P'~ ~,C ~r t t¢  f - t" tO mean:  
(V v~ K)q'(#)+~{q/~).K + r(~)}), 
i.e.. t '  is ;t "fl ip" of ~ : in cve~, place of the sequence t. t' chooses either the ~ubsc~ ¢ff 
K given by t or "'flips" that subset, taking its ~mplement. Clearly - is :~ 
f ,ht',;,m K ..~-,V~',,~w, : -  
t 'qt l l~,t lCl~'C l~ l . i{ IO i l  i t :O l  l ,  g :{  ~.  I,~ ~lcfiiiC~l ~ l l lq ! , l i ' t ,  1. ", .  [ - :' tlW;tlI~ ~tOlll, l i[I 
~ - dom.fi=l r and 
tVl4 ( c~<,lll;illll}lt'(J~}~ i't l;~. 1( /t,T}}). 
for i 7 S., or .s~. I'q ~ dcnol i ' s  [ ] - ; t~: l  j: ~1 donl;t in :7. 
I ~. ~'ip.~ which .q;t':' larg¢ mfe~-.~-:-c: on~ 
"[hc {ol l~xvi l lg lh to t t i l l s  ~tw I~rc,ci~icd ;is ;l g tn l l c  in lrodt,c l io i~ (¢, the use of 
t ] ipphlg I~rlH~cl'~ ic>. 
Theorc;n I , I . I ,  &, ~,~ .~:r~m,~ty ~:,:c,','.,'siblc :ff 
~V~ C . , , ) (~; ' l{ t  r ,~,,l ( f~ ~'~ Ix~ 
(The" I ; t l l c r  i~ii~t~cr~ ~1) * lh : l l  ; l l~t l t '~  th; i l l  [ ~i" ii 
~Dc-K i l~ic i~c, l ion,  t 
!¢c c:tu bc I'~i~l~'d so :|:, io h~3 ¢ 
Proof. (-'-4., ~ I Sax dom,:in I .-a. l_c! F : ,,,el of flil~s of ~ =-{t~ ~u-. ~. 
~" ~2"~ K.a,'d ~.~, ~ : K.(Indeed. for each ~ ~ ~hereisa unique u~V 
such th:,~ ~ ~ u.JThus, by ~e~u[arit~'. fors,,me u C ~ (I~ :~)- = K. Lc~ ~'be 
,II~' ~}~h l~. 
( ~ ~ If K is not r~'gutdr, lmrin.c ,m unl,o.~mlcd ~-sequcncc.  Ic~ {fl~ ~ ~ < a < ~} 
bc cofil~,ll in K. [ cl t (~)  ~ K -- [~ for ( ~ t~. t(~.) is the final SCg[ l le [11  Of K abose ~ . 
Nox~>ul~t~,>ct'  - t. lf t ' "  t. then ~ t '~ ' (Lbut i f l ' (~)~ l (~) fo rsome~ tl, th~'n 
t'(~)-: l~¢, st, ~ t 'C~< and therefore (~ t')" ~ K. 
If 2" - rK ,  a - ,K .  Id ~:K -* '  '2", i.c.. for ~CK.  ~]:,~ . . . .  :. Vor ¢ -~"  let 
t (~l  ~ ~(~]  ' t~. l ' , lkc ;t,lx. t '  such tirol t' t. ~ t' c,ln ha~c :It mos[ one 
.y!cmcnl.~iuccf~r.lns /~C ~ t'~cha~c(V~-- n)(fl(~) = I~t(~)== t'(~)).solmv 
~. yC (~ l' have ~] : y, :rod ~} i s ,me-one:  []  
Our  proof actually shows tha~ ~ny flip of fewer fl~au K -many subsets of K which 
h~ts [algc itHcrscction ca~ be exlctlded [o i~cludc a few mor,: scls. V:c h:IvC 
Uo~llar) l.I.2, let K bt" strongly inacccs.dbh'. Then i[ r C .s'~ and ~ CI v) = K 
,~,d if t ~ s~ "hen th~'rc ¢xisl.s ~" - I slwh tim: ( ~ rl')" = K (t,t' denotes the 
concatenation o~ thc two .~equctu'c~ ). 
Pr~[ .  I.cI F : {~ ] u - t}. l 'hcn as in l"~corcm ~.I.I, since ( ~ .... ~ It) (3 
{ ~ ~,) K. ~hcrc ~s a ~ t~ F such Ihal [( ~ u ?~ ( ~ r))  = K, Take t'  = such 
au  ~ ~ 
This obsc~'af ion will be important in the ~cction of this pal~cr which deals with 
thc construct ion of oulsidc mcasurcs.  
: H~" u~cas u~d ~n lh~ i,r~mi c~sily l~Ivc an inlcrcstm~ ¢h,l~ii¢l¢~11~111o;I of lht" I "oi1[illtltllll Hyl~fl~cs~s: 
2~N,~:~,~2~,)t~t')(t"-- ~ m~d ~ t'~ 0). 
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We have seen that a flipping propert) of short sequences i equivalent o strong 
inaccessibility. A more uniform flipping property yields the weakly compact 
cardinals. 
Theorem 1.1,3. K is weakly compact iff 
(~tt ~ S~)(~t')(t '~  t and V~ < K, ( f"l t'" ~)~ = K), 
(This property says that a K-mquence can be flipped so that all initial sequences 
have size-K intersection.) 
Proof. ( ='::~> ) We take as our definition of weakly compact he partition relation 
K--~ (K)~. 3 We will use the well known results that 
K-~ (K)~ c--~ Vm, n ~ co(K---* (K)~,) 
• o (K is strongly inaccessible and has the tree property), 
l_vet t~S~,  Let F:[K]:~--~2 by 
F({"'/3'71'<)= { 0 if{8<al/3~t(8)I={g<alyUt(8)}, 
1 otherwise. 
Since K is weakly compact, we can find H C_K, ff l= K, such that 
(~!x ~. [H]:)(F(x) = 0) or Otx ~ [H]~)(F(x) = 1). Suppose the second holds. Let a 
be the least element of H. Then for/3, 3' ~ H, a </3 < y, we have 
I~ < ,~ 1/3 ~ t(,s)} ~ {~ < , ,  1~/~ t(~)}, 
thus giving rise to K-many distintct subsets of ~, a contradiction as K is strongly 
inaccessible. So Vx ~ [H] ~, F(x )= 0. We can define, then, 
j" t(~) i~/3 U t(~), (V/3 ~ H,/~ > (least a ~ H such that a > #)), 
t~(.,~) 1 K - t(~) iff /3C t(~:),(V/3 ~ H,/3 > (ieas~ a ~ H such that a > ~:)). 
Clearly t:' .-.~ t ~nd for any ~ < K., 1"] t'" ~ 3_ H - (least a ~ H such that a > ~5). 
( <f~::: ) W,,~ prove K is strongly inaccessible and has the tree property. The 
former is imme~:iiate since this flipping property is stronger than the previous one 
which i~ equivalent to strong inaccessibility. Now, suppose (T, < ) is a tree of height 
K such that for each a < K, T~ the a"  level of T, has (T,)  = < K. We need a path m 
T of length K. t.~,ince 7' = K we may assume for ease of notation that T = K 
For each c~ < K, let t (a )= {/3 l a </3}. Take t' such that t '~.* and V~$ <K 
( ['] t'"&) "~ = K. Let P = {a I t ' (a)  = t(a)}. (P will be the path through the tree.) 
Now, for each ~ < K there is a unique a ~. T~ f'l P. Why? If no a ~ T, f3 P then 
:* See (Kleinberg [1611) for definitions and background on such partition relations. We say "weakly 
compact" for brev~ty;, the~ cardinals are sometimes called "strongly inaccessible weakly compact". 
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I'1 ~. t ' (a )= fq ,,~.{O Ia  </3}-'-= 1.3 ~<:~7~, Therefore ( CI .~:~.t"(.,.,)) ~' < K, 
contradicting the property of t'. If ~# a", a, a '  ~ Z, ¢'~ P, then 
t ' (a )  ('1 t ' (a ' )  = (/3 Ice < f3} rl {/~ [ cx'< ~} = 0 
since T is a tree. Once again, th~s contradicts that ( t ' (~)~ t'(a'))" ~:~ K. it i~ l'~w 
clear that P is the desired path, for if ~ < 6' <." K, letting {~} = ~I~ ~1 l~ {~'} '-. 
Tn, f3 P, were a~ c~' we would have t'(a) ~ t'(a') ~ ~. !i[I 
As in the case of strongly inaccessible cardinals there is a corollary to our proof 
which will be important in a later section of this paper. "ik) state this corollary it will 
be convenient to think in terms of collections of subsets of K rather than sequen<'.~*; 
of subsets, and to speak of flips of these collections. 
Let C ~ 2 ~, We ~ay C' is a flip of C, also written C'-~ C, if (Vx f~ C)(x 6~ C' (n 
K~x~C' )  and (Vx~C' ) (x~C or K -x~C) .  Again ~ is a~3 equivaler~ce 
relation. For K weakly compact, Theorem 1.1~3 shows that 
(VC ~ 2 ~, ~ ~ K) (3C') [C' ~ C and (V~ f;; C', ~ < ~: ) (( ~] ~)- ~: K )t, 
T;)e proof actually shows ~hat having taken any C for a given C w~ ca~ ~be~ be 
given a @ ~ 2 ~, ~ ~ K, and find a £~' ~ 5# such d~at 
(V~ g C 'U~' ,~ < ~),  (~  ~)~ =K, 
Why? Suppose C '~  C and (~ ~ C', ~ < K)~( (]  ~)" :== K. Let t' be ~tu:.h lha~ 
t'" K = C'. Define H ~ K, H = {ho I a < K} by h. = least y such thai "y ~z~ :~ an¢~ 
y~ ~ t'"~. ~en ~=K and for any 3<K,  {h.~a>~}g~t'(6),  So H ha~ a 
property like the diagonal intersection ~ of t', i.e,, for any 6 < K, (~p <" K) 
(U) r "  3 ~ H - p),. (For a true diagonal intersection we would have p ~, ~,) 
Now we can repeat the proof of 1.1.3 retativizing everything to thi~, p~e~do-~ 
diagonal intersection: 
Given ~, take u ~ S~ such that u "K = ~, define F: [H] ~-~, 2 by 
F ( la ,~,y}<)=(0  i f (6<a[6eu(~)}=13<t~!3e5u(~)} ,  
1 otherwise, 
and let H'  ~ H, ~ '  = K, H' homogvneous for F. As be[ore the homogeneity goes to 
0, se defining 
[ t(~) ff fl ~ t (~),~l]  ~ H' , f l  ~ (least ~ ~ H'  such that ~ > ~))~ 
~(~) 
K - t(u) if f l~ t (~) ,~ ~ H'~ fl ~ (least ~ ~ H'  such ihat t~ > ~)), 
~ 4The diagonal intersection f t', ~t', is defined as 19 
'~ {~ [0</J  < K and 0/o~ </~)(/~ E t'(a))}, 
~ ( ~ {~ ~0 < ~ < K, ~ ~ ~ t'" ~}). We have ch~en to rule out 0 flora membership in ,~l' by fi~t, mai,~y 
~ to allow a clean statement of 1,4.2. 
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we have for each ~ < K, 
('1 u'(~:) _D H '  - p for some p < K. 
L,- < ,~ 
Now let ~'= u'"K. If ~_C C 'U~'  and ~<K,  then f~ ~g= 
( 1"~ (C'  ¢q ;g)) ¢q ( N (~ '  1"3 ~')), which contains H '  = 0 for some 0 < K since 
('~ (C'(q ~') contains a final segment of H, 
("1 (~ 'N  ~)  contains a final segment of H'. 
In sumw..tary we have 
Corollary 1.1.4. If C C_ 2 K, ~ <- K, then 
~c' . -  c (~ c_ c' ,  ~ < K)( fq ~)° = K). 
Further, given ~'uch a C' we have 
(~ C_ 2 ~, ~ -<- K ) (~ '~ ~)0¢~ C_ C'LJ ~', ~ < g (( ~ ~)~ = K). ~ 
1.2. Flips which give large diagonal intersection 
We can .,;ee that there was more uniformity inherent in the flipping definition of 
weak co~tpactnes:~ than appeared on ~:he surface. Not only could we find a flip such 
that (~, t'"8 w~s large, there was, in fact, a single large set H such that 
VS( f"l t'",~ D_ H-  p(8)) where p: K--> K. An even greater uniformity would be 
that p is the identity. Looked at differently, a weakly compact cardinal has a 
flipping property that gives a large set similar to a diagonal intersection. A stronger 
property ~ould say that the diagonal intersection itself is large. We are led to 
investigate the foilowing property: 
(~'t ~ S~)(~t')(t '~ t and (At') = = K). 
This prope~,~ty is equivalent o tbe well--known property of weak ineffability whose 
model thec,retic onsequences we will explore later. ~ 
Theorem 1.2.1, K ~s weakly ineffable iff 
(Vt ~ &)(~t ' ) ( t '  ~ t and ( ,a t ' )  = = K). 
(This property says any K-sequence can be flipped to yield K-size diagonal 
intersection.) 
Praaf. ( : -~- ) Given t, define A~ = {~3 < ,x I a ~ t(~)}. Let H _C_ K have ~r = K 
and take A _C K such that (Vot ~ H) (A  f~ ~ = A~). Let 
,~Kunen [21] worked with the following characterization o~ K being weakly compact. Given ~ C_2 r, 
~ = K, ~ a ~K'-complete Boolean algebra, then any K-additive filter on ~1 can be extended to a 
K-additive ultrafilter on ~. This property is an immediate ccnsequence of Corollary 1.1.4; take C' = the 
filter and ~ = ~3 - C'. 
"Recall, a cardinal K i~ weakly ineffable iff ~,.iven for each a < K an A ,  _C a we can find H _C_: K, ~r = K, 
and A .c:__ K such that Ota ~ H)(A fq a = A.,). (This says that a K-sequence of subsets can be made to 
cohere in K-many places.) 
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J" t(s ¢) if ~ @ A, 
t'(~) 
K - t (~)  i f~A.  
t '~  t and HC_ At' since ~or any a ~H,  if ~ < a either 
(i) t ' (~)=t (~)~ ~A '~:  ~A,~ ~ a~t(~)~ a~t ' (~) ,  
or 
(ii) t'(~)= K-  t(¢') ~ ~ A -~ ~ A,, ~ a~ t(~) ~ a ~ t'(~), 
so we have a ~ t'(~) for all ~ less than a. 
( ~ ) Given A ,  ~ a let t(~) = {a [ ~ E A~ }. Let t' ~. t be suc~ that (~t')"- = K. 
Let H = at ' .  Then if a < fl, a, ~ ~ H, we have for any ~ < a that t'(~) = t(~) ~> 
a ~ t ( ~ ) ~ A ~  and for any ~<~ that t ' (~)=t (~)~>~t(~)~ 
~A~.  
Therefore, A~ ~ a = {~ < a ~ t'(~) = t(~)} = A~. 
Now takeA= ~nA~.For  c ~H,  clearly A~=AC~a.  ~ 
1.3. Flips which give stationary diagonal intersection 
What is a fl ipping-type characterization of ineffable ~' cardinals? Well, the proof 
abgve will show: 
Corol lary 1.3.1, K is ineffable iff 
(Vt ~.S,~)(~t')[t '~ ~ and ~t '  is stationary] 
(The flipping property says that every sequence can be flipped so as to ha.ve a 
stationary diagot~al intersection.) 
However,  like the many other well known formulations of ineffability, the above 
characterization uses the notion of stationary set. Much more interesting is the next 
theorem which dispenses with all mention of this notion, and which slaows how we 
reach trois cardinal by once again adding more uniformity to a flipping property. 
Here is the idea: the diagonal intersection of a sequence of set~ depends on the 
order of the sets, not just on what sets appear in the sequence. With a weakly 
ineffable cardinal we can flip a given sequence so that its diagonal intersection is 
large. Were the sequence rearranged, a different flip might be required. A more 
uniform property would be that we could flip the sets such that any arrangement of
them in a K-sequence would have large intersection. 
Theorem 1.3.2. K is ineffable iff 
(~t ~ S~)]t ' [t '  - t and (~¢7r : K--~ K) (a  (t 'orr))  = = K)]. 
~ Reeatl, K is ineffable if, given for each a < K an A~ ~_ or, we can find a stationary set H and a~ 
A ~ K such that (~¢a ~ H)[A CI a = A~], i.e., ,..nbsets ofK can be made to cohere on a stationary ~,  
not just on a set of full cardinality. (H ~ K is called "stationary" if it has non-empty intersection with 
every ~:losed unbounded subset of K. C ~ K is "c~c~sed" if V limit a < K, if a = I,.,1 (C ~l a) then a ~ (Z) 
'l-his stronger coherence property has greater model theoretic onsequences than weak ineffability. 
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Proof. (=:=~>) Let t '~  t be such that At' is stationary. Now we can use the 
following key lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let ~1 be an uncountab!e regular cardinal. Let s, s' ~ S~ and suppose 
s' " rt ~ s "rl. Then there is a closed unbounded subset, C, o[ ~ with As' D_ C f~ As. 
(In other words, if complements of closed unbounded sets are thought of as null 
sets, one cannot shrink a diagonal intersection by rearranging ihe order in which it 
is taken.) 
Proof of Lemma. Define [ :  ,1 -~ *7 by 
[ (o )  = least /~ ~> ~ snch that {My < a) (~8 </3) [s ' (y )  = s(~)]. 
[ is clearly a continuous, non-decreasing, unbounded function, so we can take C to 
be a c'losed, unbounded subset of ~ such that 0¢a ~ C) [ [ (a )= a]. For a U C f"l 
As we have (~¢y < ct)(.q8 < ct)i[s'(~/) =: s(6)] and (~'6 < or)lot U. s(6)], so 
,Ogy < a) [a  ~ s'(y)], i.e., a ~ AS'. [] 
Now let ~r: K ~ K. As (t'o ~r)"K ~ t'" K, let C be a closed unbounded subset of 
K such that A(t 'oTr)~_C f'~ At'. Since C is closed unbounded and /it' is 
stationary, C N/ i t '  is stationary, so A (t'o zr) is stationary and must therefore have 
cardinality K. 
( ~== ) Given t ~ S, we need t ' -  t with At' stationary. Take u ~ Sx with range 
t "K  I~t {K-a l~ < K}. (We have just enlarged the collection of subsets by 
throwing in all "final segments" of K.) Let u ' -  u be such that 
(~'~r: K -~ K) I ( / i (u 'o , r ) )  ~ = K]. 
Take t '~  t as determined by requiring that t ' "K  C_ u ' "K .  Let C be any closed 
unbounded subset of K and suppose ~it' ~ C = 0. Set C' = all limit ordinals in C. 
Then C'  is also closed unbounded and /it' ('~ C' = O. Define v ~ S~ by 
v(a + l )= ~'(cz) fo ra<K,  
v(A)= K - ( ieas t  element of C '>A)  for A a limit. 
Sim:e K - a ~ u'" K for each a < K, v = u'o ~r for some ,r: K --~ X, so (/iv) = = K. 
But we can see treat/iv = O as follows: if ~: ~ C', ~ is a limit ordinal, so v"~ D_ t~"~. 
As ~ ~ t'" ~, ~ f'~ v "~:, i.e., s¢~/iv. If ~:~ C', as C'  is closed we can take 
X = greatest a ~ C' with a < ~. A is a limit ordinal < ~ and ~ v(A), so ~:~/iv. 
We've seen /it = 0 and this contradiction completes the theorem. []  
We have exhibited two flipping properties equivalent to ineffability. There is, in 
addition, an eq Jivalent partition property, a---% ~ (~)  denotes the r artition property 
a -o (cz), ~with lhe additio~.al requirement that the hornogeneous set can be chosen 
to be stationary. 
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Theorem 1.3.4. (Je,asen-Kunen [13]). K is ineffable iff K--~.~ (K) ~. 
Proof. ( ~ ) Let F: [K]2--->2. We build a tree Tdt la Ramsey's theorem for F; 
then use the flipping property 
(~¢t ~ S~:)(3t')[t' ~. t and At is stationary] 
to get a stationary path through the tree. T is defined inductively by levels, 7~, 
~ < K. The nodes of T are st~bsets of K. One node, A, is a successor of another, B, 
if[ A C_ B. The bottom level, To, has one node, K itself. Given T~, construct "/~,+~ as 
follows: For each A ~ T, let x,~ be the least element of A. We put two nodes, A0 
and A~ into T,,t  where 
A~ ={y ('_--A fy~ x,~ and F({xA, y})= i}. 
For h a limit: we put a non-empty set A on level h if there is a path P throt~gh 
1~ ~ To, P= {A, t~<h},  such that A = f"l ~<,A~. It is easy to see, using the 
inaccessibility of K, that for each a < K, ~ "E, _~ K - p for some ~) < K, that T has 
height K and each level has fewer than K nodes. Letting Ao be the unique node, 
A, of T such that a is the least element of A, then {An I a < K} enumerat~:s T, and 
for all a, A~ ~ Tg for some/3 ~< a. Define another tree, V = (K, < *), where t2 <*/3 
if /3 ~:_ A~. Then (K ,<*)~ (T, _D). 
Now, as in the proof of Theorem I. 1.3, let t(a) = {/3 I a <*/3 } av, d take t' ~- t such 
that c~," is stationary. So, in particular', for any ~ < K, (I") t ' "~)  ~ = K; as in 1.1.3, 
we see that P = {a [t'(~.)= t(~)} is a path through V. Define a continuous 
non-d:creasing unbounded [: K--~ K by f(/3)= 1,3 ~ V~. (V~ is the ath level of 
V.) Tz~ke C, a closed unbounded set of fixed points of [ with every element of C a 
limit ordinal. For each/3 ~ C, if rankv (~) </3 we have a </3. (rankv (a) is least 3' 
such that a ~ V~.) Now C f3 zit' C_ P, for if/3 ~ C f~ At' then ~a ~ P if rankv (a) < 
/3, then/3 ~ t'(a) = t(ot), so ~<*/3, i.e.,/3 U A~, so/3 ~ ~ ~A~:  as/3 is a limit, 
/3 ~ A, where p is the point in P with rank,, (p) =/3. As rankv (/3) <~/3,/3 must be 
t~e least point in A~, i.e., /~ = p ~ P. 
We now have that P is stationary, since it contains C fq A~' which is stationary. 
Now let h :p--~2 by h(a)  = F({a,/3}) for any/3 ~ P,/3 > a. By the constructio~ of
7; h is well-defined. As P is stationary and P = h-~{0} U h -~{1}, for some [~ h -~(~} is
stationary. Then h-t{j} is the desired homogeneous set. 
( -~-  ) Let t ~ S~ be given. We need a t '~  t such that z~t' is stationary. If we 
had available the partition property K -.÷ (K) ~, a simple extention of the argument 
in Theorem 1.1.3 could be used. We would simply let 
~0 if {8<al /3~t (8)}={8<a13 ~ ~t(iS)}, 
F({a, /3, 3"}~ ~_ t 1 otherwise, 
take H, a stationary homogeneous set (so F"[H] 3= {0})~ then ~ote that for 
H '=Hf~{~' I~= I . J ( .H~')},  H'  is also stationary and for /3, 3 '~H' ,  
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{8 </3 t/3 ¢£ t(8)} = {8 </3 I V ~ t(8)} (since for ordinals a ~ H, cofinal in /3, 
{8 < a t/3 ~ t(8)} = ~8 < ~ ~ y ~ t(8)}). So defining 
~ tta ) if every ~ ~ H ' ,  fl > a, has ~ ~ t(~), 
t ' (~) [ K - t (a )  if eve~ ~ ~ H ' ,  ~ > a, has f l~  t (a) ,  
we get H '  ~ At'. 
The proof which uses only the property K -~ (K)~ is more subt le /For  each 
a<K define r~:a~2by r~(~)=l i f f~t (8 ) .For r ,  s :a~2say  r<s i f  r~s  
and for (=~[east 8 such that r (~)~s(~)  we have r ( ( )=0.  < is the usual 
lexicographical ordering on a-sequences of 0's and l's. Now let 
~0 i f r~<r~a,  
i~  ~ #)~ ) t 1 otherwise. 
Let H be honaogeneous for E Suppose F"[H] ~ = {0}. For each a ~ g consider the 
sequence 
{r~ ~,~ I,~ ~ n ,  ~ > ~) 
in ("2, a). This sequence is monotone and of length K so there is an x ~ K; x ~ a, 
such that ~#,y~H)(x~#<y ~ r~a =r~a) .  Let x~=least  such x. 
x: K ~ K is a continuous non-decreasing unbounded function, so we can take C to 
be a closed unbounded set of fixed points of x. As H is stat iona~, take a ~ C O H. 
Since a ~ C,. x~ = a, i.e., ~f l ,  y ~ H) (a  ~ # < y ~ r~ ~ ~ = r, ~ a). Since a ~ H 
we can take ~ = a to get ~y  ~H (a < y ~ r~ =r~ ~a), a contradiction as 
VyUH(a<y ~ r~<rr~a) .SoF" [H]~={1}.Asabove ,{r~a~UH,~>a} 
is monotone, so define x~ as above, take C as above, and consider H '  = C ~ H. We 
get that 
(~,y~H' ) (~<y ~ r~=r~a) .  
H'  is statiot~ary and (using the definition of r~), for every 
~, r ~ ~ ' ,  ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ t~ = ~ < ~ I r ~ t~,  
so defining 
~ t (a)  if every fl ~ H ' ,  ~3 > a has fl ~ t (a)  
t '(a) t K- t (a )  i f every f l~H' , f l>a  hasg~t(a )  
we get H'  ~ At'. ~ 
Remark. There is actually a direct proof of ( ~ ) above, avoiding the tree 
property. 9 Given F:[K]~--~2, let t (a)  = {/3 > a I F({a,/3}) = 0}. Let t ' -  t be such 
~This argument, though well-known, isgiven in detail here since it will be referred to later in 1.4.1. 
°We thank the referee for providing this direct proof. 
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that At' is stationary, a t '  n {/3 t t(/3) ~: t'(/3)} and z~t' f3 {~ I t(/3) ~ ((13)} are each 
homogeneous and at least one of them is stationary. 
We go to the extra effort of showing that there are stationary paths through trees 
since getting such paths is a powerful tool which the standard technolc~gy of this 
area can easily manipulate. We will remark on one application in § 1.4. 
In summary, then, 
Corollary 1.3.5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Given A~ C_ a, a < K, (~A C_ K) (~ statior~ary H C_ K) Ola ~ H) 
A ~o~ = A,~); 
(ii) (~t ~ $~)(~t')(t '~ t and ~4t' i~ stationary); 
(iii) (~,c¢ c_2 K with ~ ~< K) ( : I~" ) [~ '~ ~ and (Vu ~ S~)(u"K .C_ ~' - -~  
(au)  = = ~)]; 
(iv) K-~s (K) ~. 
(i) is the original coherence defin~ition of ineffability; 
(ii) is the flipping definition; 
(iii) is just a restatement of the "all rearrang,mxents" characterization of 
Theorem 1.3.2; 
(iv) is the partition characterization. 
1.4. Extendible flips which give stationary diagonal intersections 
O~e obvious way to add uniformity to obtain a stronger definition would be to 
take an ultra-uniform version of (iii) namely, (~1~' ) (c¢ ' -2  ~) and (Vu ~ SK) 
(u "b~ _C ~ '  ~ (Au) = = K), that is, to assert that one can flip all subsets of K 
simultaneously so that small collections of subsets have large diagona! intersection. 
It is easily seen that ~ '  is such a flip iff ~¢' is a normal K-addit ive ultrafilter on K, 
i.e., a normal measure on K. A less uniform property than measurability might be 
one which allows an iteration of the flipping property, i.e., given K-many subsets of 
K we can flip them so that diagonal intersections of sets drawn from the resulting 
collection are larg~ and such that given such a flip we can then flip another K-size 
collection of subsets, so that diagonal intersections of sets drawn from the union of 
the two collections are still large. In the cases of strongly inaccessible or weakly 
compact cardinals, this type of iterability was automatic, simply because a K-size 
subset of a K-size subset of K is still a K-size subset of K. But if H = {h~ t ~ < K~ is 
a stationary subset ~f K and H '  is stationary, {h~ I ~ ~ H'} need nor. be a stationary 
subset of K. We will see later that adding the ability to iterate does give a stronger 
hypothesis than ineffability, namely "complete ineffability." 
First, note that by Lemma 1.33, i~ ~ C_ 2 r, ~ <~ K and t, t' ~ S~ are such that 
t "K  = t '"  K = ~, then there is a closed unbounded C such that C f~ 2~t = C f3 z~t', 
so that modulo complements of closed unbounded sets we may speak of the 
diagonal intersection of ~. Formally, let 0 = {N C_. K IK -  N contains a closed 
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unbounded set}. 0 ~s a K-additive ideal in 2 x whenever K is a regular cardinal, in 
which case we define ,4 (~) = the equivalence class of At in 2 ~/0 for any t such that 
t"K = ~, 
Definition. K is completely ineffable iff K is regular and ::IQ c_2 ~" such that 
(i) 0 /~ ~ Q)~ ~ K and acrid0 
(ii) ,O/c~ _C2 ~ with ~ ~< K)(:]c~'~ Q) (~ '~ ~)  
(iii) 0/c~ e Q)0/~)~ _C 2 r with ~ -<- K) (~ ' ) [~ '  ~ ~ and ~ U ~ '  ~ O]. 
Q is thought of as a collection ~f excellent flips. (i) and (ii) say thatb every small 
collection of subsets has a flip in Q with stationary diagonal intersection. (iii) says 
that a flip in Q can be ex,tended to include K-many more subsets. 
It is easy to check that a measurable cardinal, K, with normal measure /, is 
completely ineffalqe, with 
Q ={~ ~ 2:"1 ~ -~:-=K and OtA ~ c~)#(A)= 1}. 
A completely ineffable cardinal is clearly ineffable. We will se,~ in the section on 
indescribability properties that complete ineffability is stronger tb.m ineffability. 
Here is a convenient 
Definition. R _C 2 K is a stationary class if 
(0 R~O 
(ii) A U R ==)> A is stationary 
(iii) (A~R andB_D4)=~)> B~R.  
Using the techniques developed above, we can easily show 
Theorem 1.4. The following are equivalent 
(i) K is compleeely b~effable 
(ii) 3 a stationary class R such that given H ~ R and a sequence {A~ t a < K} 
with each A~_C_ot, there is an H'C_H,  H '~ R and an A C_K such that 
(V~ E H')[A n = Ao]. 
(iii) FIa stationary class R such that given H ~ R and t ~ SK there is a t' and an 
H'  C_ H such :hat t' ~ t, H '  ~-- R, and At' D_ H' .  
(iv) ~ a stationary class R such that given HE R and F: [H]~--->2 there is an 
H'  .C_ H, H '  ~_ R, H '  homogeneous [or F. 
(i) says there is a collection of excellent flips, (ii) is a strengthened coherence 
property, (iii) is a strengthened diagonal intersection-type flipping property, (iv) 
says there is a class closed under finding a homogeneous set for K---> (K) ~ type 
partitions. 
Proof. ((i) ~ (iX)): Let Q be as in the definition of completely ineffable. Take 
R={AIA_DA( t )  for somet~Sr  such that ~ "K~Q}.  
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R is clearly a stationary class. Now, given hr ~ R and {A~ I a < K}, A, '(2 a, let 
~ 0  and let c~S~ be such that c"K=~ and dcGH.  Let d(a)={~< 
K ~ a ~ Ao}, and ~ = d" K. Find ~ '  ~ ~ such that ~ U ~ '  ~E O. Let d' ~ d be such 
that d'" K = ~'. 
Define e ~ S~ by 
( [ c A+ fo rA=0ora l imi t ,  n<w,n  even e(X + n)= 
d ' (A+~)  for A=0ora l imi t ,  n<o) ,nodd 
# ~ ~ 
e"K = ~ U N' and it is easily seen that for Lira = {A < K ~ A a limit}, Ae ~ Lira G 
~c and, as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1, for A = ~,~z,A~, we Cave 
~a ~ ~e)[A ~ a = A~]. We need only check that for H '= ~e ~ Lim we have 
H '  ~ R, which is immediate from the following. 
Lemma 1.4.2. Suppose ~ S~ is such, that e"K ~ Q and C is a closed unoounded 
subset of K, Then (:It ~ S~: ) such that t"K ~ Q and At C_ Ae C3 C. 
Proof of Lemrna. Let o~={C}U{K-a[a<K}.  Find ~.¢'~j~ such that 
t"K U~'~ O. We know that for any u with u"K C_ t"K t.J~', Au is stationary, so 
clearly ~ '= ~. Consider t ~ Sx defined by t(0)= K - to ,  t(1)= C, t(n + 2)= e(n) 
for n < to, t(~)= e(~) for g ~ to. At C_ C aad At C__ Ae, so At ~Ae ~ C. ~ 
((il)--> (iii)) Let R be as in (ii). We show that R satisfies the requirements of (iii). 
Let H ~ R and t ~ S~: be given. Let A, = {/3 < a I a ~ t(/3)}. Take the H '  and A 
provided by (iiY Define 
I t ( /3)  if f l~A 
t'03 ) [ K- t ( /3 )  if/31~A 
as in Theorem 1.2.1, At'_D H' .  
((iii)---~ (iv)) Let R be as in (iii). We show that/ i  is as required in (iv). Let H ~ R 
and F: [H]~-~2 be given. Build trees T and V as in the proof of Theorem 1.3.4, 
except hat in this case the nodes in T are subsets of H, and V is of the form (H ~ )o 
Applying property (iii) to the argument of Theorem 1.3.4 we get a path, P, through 
V, a closed unbounded set C, and an H '  _C H, H '  ~ R, such that H '  13 C C_ P. For 
i ~ {0,1}, let 
H;  = {a ~ H'f~ C J(~/3 ~ P)[/3 ~ a and F({a,/3}) = i]}. 
By the construction of T, each H~ is homogeneous for F and H i  U zriq = H '  13 C. 
We need only show that some HI  ~ R. It is easy to check, that for any J ~. ~ and 
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closed unbounded D, J fl D ~ R, Oust apply (iii)to t defined b)' (~t~l < K)t(a.)"~,: 
D,) So H'C~ C ~ R. Consider t ~ S~ defined by ~(0) ~:'~, K ~ ~o, ~(1) :;~ HL. t(2) ~, HL 
and t(~)= K f~r ~ > 2, By (iii), take t ' . - i  aad H"~7 R, H '~ H '~ C. such lhat 
At '~ H". If t ' ( ! )= K - - -  tt'~ and /'(2) =~ K ~. tl~, then At '~3(t t 'O C)=I~, ~ for 
. . . . . . .  ,, ~ some]~{0,1} , t ' ( t+] )=H,  SoH'~At  ~H~,soH;~R and l ,  is ~he desired 
homogeneous set, 
( ( iv)~ (i)) t.et 
O = {~ ~ 2 ~ [ ~ ~ K and (~l ~ &) [CK  ~ ~7 and At ~ R]~. 
O evidently ~tisfies (i) of the definition of complete ineffability. As for (it) of the 
definition, given ~ ~2 ~, ~ ~ K, let t be such that CK = ~ and lel H~ R be 
homogeneous for the partition of Theorem t .3.4. ~nen, as we saw before, we gel a 
closed unbounded set C and a t' ~. t such that C C3 H ~ At', P ~s easy ~o see thai 
C ~ H ~ R. (Consider the partition of [HI  ~ given by {m ~t.~ 0  iff a ~ C.) So 
~' = t'" K is as desired. 
As for (iii), let ~" ~ Q, ~) C_~ ,  ~ ~ K. Take c such fhai c' ,'( ~'g: ~ and ~,:: {72 R, 
Choose d such that d"K ~ £),. Let H ~,~ c~ 
Now, define t E S~ by 
t(,~ + n)  = 
.~  n ~ 1 ~ 
for A =-" 0 or a limit, n an even integer- 
for A = 0 or a limit, n an odd i~teget. 
For t8 ~ H let r~:/7 ~ 2 by r~(8) = i iff /!l ~ t(8). Let F: [H]~-+2 by 
F({o~, 18}<) = { 0 if r<, < r~ t ~l' 
1 othe~qse. 
Take H '~ H, H '~ R~ H '  homogeneous for F as in '~eorem 1.3~4, F~fHI ~ {I} 
and t~ere is a closed set, G, and a Y--~ ~ such tha~ G ~ H '~ ~'~ As above, 
I i" = G ~ H'  ~ R, so ~t '~R.  
Now, suppose for some A + n. A ~ 0 t~r a limik n an even integer, we have 
t'(A + n)~ t(A + n). "t~en 
( (a t '~(g  - (A +<0)~c ~ +~7, =0. 
( But H - (A + a,) ~ c A + ~. a~d H~ ¢t. so (H ~ (A + to))~ ~t' ~ O. H~ ~t' so 
we have H"~ A + to contradicting !hat H" is slafionary. ~us ,  tett i~ 
~ '  ~ t '"  {A + n ~ l ~ 0 or a limit, n an ~d integer}, 
wehave~'~and t "K=~UN' ,~ ~ 'U~O.  ~ 
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Remark. The ~ro~ff above of ((iii) ..... (iv)) actual|y gives the tree proper~y with a 
path in R., this. combined with lhe standard inductive proof showing ~ ~ (u)~ ~ 
~'~ (~)", easily gives. I~r each n ~ ,~ that R is closed under finding homogeneous 
s~bsets for ~" ~ (~)~ type partitions~ 
We arc now armed ~ilh suflicietl~ combinatorial p(~wer m s~udy model ~hcoret~c 
properties of lhese ca~'dinals, :;ucl~ as indescribabiti~y and existence of outside 
ultrafihe~s, 
2. Con~ruction of oulside ultrafilters by forcing 
Successively stronger flipl~ing properties can o~,viously be regarded as successi~e 
approximations ~o measurability. One goes from one proi~erty to a stronger one by 
adding more of a mea~ure's inheren~ uniformity. Buh in fact, these cardinals cen 
actually be though~ of as haeing measnres ~ o~y these inclosures are on the 
"ou*side ~', ra~her than actually exisling in the given model of set theory. Roughly' 
sl~eaking, one gets from a s~rongly inaccessible to a weakly compact by demanding 
more of the measure to be inside the model, and thence to a completely i~effable b;' 
demanding that ~he measure be "normal'h Let us be more precise now. 
]'hroughout this section, M is a countable standard, trat~sitlve model of ZFC, and 
K is an uncountable cardinal of M. ,~i ~ (2~) ~* is called an M-ultrafilter iff 
(i) (~  < K)[{~}~ ~,1 and t~ 'ft. 
(ii) For A~K2 A~M,  either A~I  or K -A~I .  
(iii) If the sequence {A, ,~<8<K} is in M, and each A~C~?l, then 
N ~a~,  ~ ~z, 
(iv~ tf ~he sequence {.A~, ~ a < K } is in M, then {~ < K ~ A~ ~ ~ } is also in M. 
':~l may be oulside of M i.e., not a member of M, but clause (iv) says that small 
pieces of ~t are in M. If (iv) is weakened to 
(iv') If the sequence {A., i a < ,S < K} is in M, then {~, < ~ [.A. ~ ~t} is also in M, 
then ~t is called a Iar-outside-M-ultrafiher, If ~1 is an M-uttrafil~er, we say c~tl is 
normal if 
(v) Whenever {A,, ~ ~ < K } ~s in M, and each A~ ~ ~?~, then 3 {A, ~ a ~ K} ~ c~t, 
Normal M-ultrafilters have been studied by Kunen [22], who uses them to ~ake 
iterated ulttaproduets of M, 
A normal M-ultrafik:r gNes us some of the power of an actual ~ormal measure, 
enough m do an argument similar to the one giving a sm~ng indescribabitity result 
ior measurable ¢ardinal~. But, of coupe, the indescribabflity of these cardinals is 
less s~rong than that o[ a measu~abte. In the next section we exactly characterize 
~his lrength, Right now we will show that certain combinatorial properties of K in 
M are equi~alenl ~;o K carrying certain M-ultrafilters. 
2.~t. Non.normal M-~,Itrafilters 
T ~  2.I,L (]~t )[~l is ~ Nr.oursi&-M-ufm:tfilter on K] i,q M ~ K is stnmgly 
in~ece,~sible. 
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Proof. ( ~ ) We force with the par0al ordering 
~ = ({* ~ 2:~ l ~ < ,K a.~ ( lq ~)"  ~-- KL ~ ~, 
Let G be an M-generic subset of ~, Let ~?t ~ ~ O~ We u~ standard enmty 
arguments to show that ~ mfisfies (i), 0i)~ fiii) and 0v'), 
~t evidently satisfies (i), since for no ~ < K at~d p ~ ~ do we have {~} ~ p, and 
nop~i~ has0~p,  
Given A~K and p~;~,  by Corolla~ 1A,2, either B L ){A}~ or 
pO{K-A}~.  So 
{p [pF A ~ ~t or pV K -  A ~ ~l} 
is dense. So #~ mtisfies (ii). 
Now, for (i~i), let {A~ [ a < 8 < K} be in M and suppose each A,~ ~ '~L By 
Corollary iA.2, 
D ={q ~(Va < a) (A~ q or K -A~ ~q)} 
is dense. Let q ~ D f~ O, If b)r some ~ K ~ A.. ~ q, ~hen si.cc so~e p ~ O has 
A. U 9, we would have that for at~y q' ~ G~ with q' ~ q a~d q' ~ p bo~h A~ and 
K - A,. are in q'. So for each .~ A~ ~ q~ By Corolla~ t. 1.2 again, there is an r ~ q, 
r ~ G such that either ~ ,..~A~ ~ r or K - ~ ~.A .  ~ r. But if the second held 
~ r = 0. Thus ~ , . . . .~  ~ r and thus ~ ,~/, 
As for (iv'), given {A .~.<8<K}.  take q~G such that (~a) [A , .~q or 
K -A .~q]~ Then it is easy to see that A ~  ~A.~q,  ~ 
{ .<a lA .  ~ 'g}~ M. 
( ~ )We prove the flipping characterization f strong inaccessibility holds for 
K. GNen t ~ s~ let 
t'(~) = { t(c~) if ~ ~ {a < a ~ A~. ~ ~:} 
,K - t(~) othe~,ise 
~' ~. t. by (iv') r'(a) ~ M, and by (ii) + (iii), ~ r' ~ '~L so ( ~ t')" = K. since by (i), 
(~i), and (iii), no eleme~t of ~?l can have size less than K. ~ 
Theorem 2.1,2 (Kun¢~ [21i). (~l)[~1 is an M-uttrafilter on K~ ~ M~, K is 
weakly comp~wt. 
Proof. (~)  Let 
"~ = ({~¢ ~ 2~ t ~ ~< K and (~¢~  C ~'ith ~ < K)[ f~ ~)" ~ K]}, ~ ), 
Let G be an M-gc~leric subset of #, and let ~1 = U G~ Using Corolla~ 1,1,4, the 
same arguments used above show that ~t satisfies (iL (ii)~ and (iii)~ Since by 
Corollary 1.1,4, given 
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i,L, I~ < K ~:::, ,...~,  L ':.~. {p i (V,r < K)[A, ~ p or K -.,4,. ~ p]~..., 
is dense., ff~r any p ~ .D ~ G we have A,, ~ ;:~Z ~ A~ ~ p, so ?~ also satisfies 
(iv). In Shorn K~ength pieces of <~1 are in M since lhe flipping prof er~y ~or weakly 
compacts allows ns to use conditions which can always be extended o decide abo~t 
~-many :more ~ct$~ Fo~ st tongly in~lccessibte cardinals, our conditions could only be 
tv~tet~ded to handle less.tha~Kq~a~'W more sets, so, cottcspot~ding~y, only less- 
than*,K-size piece; of q/ can be extracted to bc ,in M. 
( :~  ) Givet~ t ~:?: S~, let 
t,(a)={ t(a) i f ,~{ .<K{t ( . )~ l}  
K-  t(~) otherwise 
~ ..... t and by (iv) fCqM, so by (ii) and (iii), for any 3<K,  (~ ' "3~,  so 
(ffl r~,sy - ,~ .  
2,Z Norma~ A ** oqdtrafilters 
Theorem 2.2, (Kleinberg [i9])~ (~?d)["?! is a norma! M-ultr,:qifter on K] <:~'~ 
~ ~,  i~ M ~ K is completelym%t~,~bl~, 
Proof. ( ~ ) ' rake Q as in the definition of completely ineltable. Force with the 
partial ordering (Q, c_). Let G be an M-generic subset of Q, :~/= U G. The 
properties of Q give immediatef) the density arguments necessary to show c~1 an 
M-ultrafiltero For normality~ s~lppose {A. l o¢ < K} ~ M and each A. ~ q/. Then by 
usuai density arguments, there is ~ condition p ~ Q ~ G such tha~ {A~ ] a < K} C_ 
p. Now [~ X "-~-: A{A,. l a < ,K}~ ql, then K -X  ~ ~/L So there is a p '~ G, p C_p' 
such that t4, ~ X ~ p'. Ch~×~se ¢ ~ S~ such that t "K  = p' and t(0) = K - X and let 
v ~ S~ be defined by v(a)  = A,,. We have v" K ~ t" K, so by Lemma 1.1.3. there is 
a closed unbounded C such that ~t,~  C f3 At, Now X -~ de, so X ~ C 13 ~t, so 
,X f~ C f3 ,at = C f't d~t. But X ~ 3t = 0. so C 13 At ~-~ 0, ~p'  ~ 0, a contradiction. 
(=:~)  We are given a normal M-ultrafitter on K, ql. Showing that K is 
completely ineffable in M will be far more ditficult than the corresponding problem 
for strongly inaccessibles or weakly compacts, since we arc required to construct a
collection of some sort, rather than to prove a more local property. 
In M there is an obvious way to go about constructing a Q as in the definition of 
completely ineffable. Let 
O,, = {~ C- ~-~'~]  ~ ~ a~ad a~ ~ 0L 
Q.+t = {~ ~ Q. I(*¢@ c_2 '~ with ~ ~ K)(zI@')[@ '~ ~ and ~ U @'~ Q.]} 
Then 
O~= I~ O~ for A alimit. 
~ ~; ~ 
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. 
{O~}~e~ is a decreasing sequence (i.e. O~ _ O~ for []:> a), 
, 
so f~r some ordinal 0, O~ = Os for all ~ ~ 0. 
Now,  notice that by 1.3.3, it is clear (~y induction) that each O, is closed under 
subcdlection, i.e., if ~ ~ O~ and ~ ~ ~, then ~ ~ O,. Of coupe, O~ satisfies 0) of 
the definition of complete ineffability, and since O~ = O~,, O~ ~tisfies 0ii). If 
O~ ~ ~, then its sati~faction of (iii) implies its satisfaction of (ii), since O~ is closed 
under subeollection. ' 
Now is O~ ~? Well, first notice that the usual proof that a normal measure 
assigns measure 1 to any closed unbounded set goes through for ~., so eve~ 
element of ~ is stationary. ~us ,  letting 
~={~2x l~M,~,~K,  and~},~Oo.  ' 
Now by induction we easily have ~ ~ O~ for every a. So ~ ~ O~ ~ 0. Thus M ~ K 
is completely ineffable. ~ 
It will be important later to have a better ha~adle on the ordinal 0 above Let K 
be any regular cardinal of M, and let {(3,,} . . . . . .  ~,~ be as above. Each '~ ~ Oo 
can be viewed (coded) as a subset of K, so Oo can be viewed as _C 2 x. Thus fc~r 0 the 
least ordinal ~ such that O~÷~ = O~, 0 < (2~<) ÷. In fact, let ~ = smallest (standard 
transitive) admissible set with R(K  + 1) as an elemem. (~ is of th~ form 
L , ( (A )A~) . )  Then, we have 
Fact 2.2. 0~<~,. 
Proof. Say not. Then let c¢ ~ Qr_  Q~÷~. Take any ~ which caused :~ to be 
thrown out at stage % i.e. such that for no ~ '~ @ was :¢ t3 ~ '~ Q,  Let 
X={~' [~ '~ and :gO~'~Q0}X~I ,  
and in ~ we can define re:X--> ~ by m(@')= least 8, such that ~ LI :~'~ Q~. By 
admissibility, ~ ~,~x m (~') < ~, contradicting that ~¢ ~ Q,. [] 
We will see later that for K completely ineffable~ 0 actually equals ),. 
Fact 2.2. If K is not completely ineffable then for some 8 < % ~. = ~. 
i~roof. Qo = 0, else K would be completely ineffable. So by Fact 2.2.2, Q~ = ~ 
Then defining m : Qo-~ y by m(C~) = least 8 such that cCf~ Q~, the admissibility of 
~[ shows that for ~ = I_J ~oom(~) ,  we have 8 < y, and eJearly Q~ =: 0. I"1 
Corollary 2,2.4. K is completely ineffable ~: 
C¢~ < ~y)(Oo / 0). 
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Pt~oL ( ~ ) If Q demonstrates the complete ineffability of K, then for all a, 
O~_Oo. 
( ~ ) Immediat ~ from 2.2.3. E] 
Rema~rk. One nataral example of a completely ineffable arises as follows: 
Suppose ~ --~ (~o) <'°. Let I = {i0, i, . . . .  } be an to-sequence of indiscernibles for R (~), 
and H = Skolem hull of I in R(8). Then the map i, ~ i,+~ induces an elementary 
embedding of H into itself. One shows that if K is'the least ordinal moved by this 
embedding then there is a normal H-ultrafilter on K. So H ~ K is completely 
ineffable. As H < R(6), K really is completely ineffable. (For details, see Klein- 
berg [19].) 
In the next section we use our combinatorial knowledge about the cardinals we 
have studied and the existence of outside ultrafitters to prove indescribability 
results. We will show that our successively stronger flipping properties actually give 
rise to successively stronger larger cardinal hypotheses. 
3. Ultraproduct and indescribability 
3.1. Introduction and definitions 
In this section we will co~apare the sizes of the various cardinals discussed. 
Although many of the theorems of thi.~ section are welt known 1° we will present 
proofs using Weak ultraproducts inspired by flipping properties, designed to lead up 
to a precise characterization f the indescribability strength of completely ineff- 
ables. This information will yield some interesting remarks about the forcing done 
in the previous ection. 
immediately from the flipping definitions comes the following chain of implica- 
tions: K is measurable ~ K is completely ineffable ~ K is ineffable ~ K 
is weakly ineffable ::=> K is weakly compact ~ K is strongly inaccessible. A 
more useful comparison would show that ben.~ath (less than) any type B cardinal 
there lies a type A cardinal. Such a result is fraught with the usual connotations: If 
K is the smallest ype B then R(K)~ZFC+ "there exist type A's, but no type 
B's", so the axiom of infinity, "there exists a type B" ,  is strictly stronger than "~ a 
type A" .  Also, since "~ type b ' im. plies the consistency of ZFC + "~ type A ", 
G&tel's second theorem tells us that there is no relative consistency proof ~ if 
ZFC + ~1 type A is cot~sistent, then ZFC + "Consistency (ZFC + .q type A)"~z 
"Consistency (ZFC+ ~ type B)". 
The most widely used approach in constructing such a comparison involves the 
use of indescribability (or redectivity) results. A cardinal K is said to be ~.- 
indescribable (where ~ is a class of sentences) if for every ~o ~ ~, if ~¢ is true in 
R(K),  then it is true in R(a)  for some a < K. Thus, if we can show that the 
~See Hanf-Scott [1i.5] and Jensen-Kunen [13]. 
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sentence "I  am a type A cardinal" is an element of  the indescribability class for 
type B 's  and if all type B's  are type A 's, then there is a type A beneath every type 
B. This sort of attack works for all links in our chain but one. The weighing of 
weakly compacts versus weakly inetfablcs will require a different reatment. Let the 
reader be warned against viewing a cardinal's reflecting class as a direct measure of 
its size. As we shall show, beneath any weakly ineffable (itself only ~r!~. - 
indescril:able) there is a K which is crY, indescribable for all m and n. 
Definition. By ¢r~ we mean the collection of formulas q~, in the language of ZF, 
such that 
(1) ¢ is in pr~:nex normal form, with higher-order quantifiers preceding lower- 
order ones, 
(2) q~ has at most m alternations of type-n quantifiers, and has no higher-than-n- 
type quantifi,~.rs, 
(3) if ¢ h~s fully m-many type-n quantifiers, the first one is a universal 
quantifier, 
(4) ~ may have ~everal constant symbols, 
(5) q~ may also have a special, one-place predicate symbol X. 
~v~ is defined similarly, with "existential" replacing "universal" in clause (3). 
Type n quantifiers are interpreted as r~nging over elements of R(K  + n) and the 
one-place predicate symbol X has as interpretation some subset, X. of R (K), of our 
choice; X is referred to as a parameter. The constant symbols are interpreted as 
elements of R(K) of our choice. 
Since in most cases of interest (R(K))" = ~, we often think of parameters as 
being subsets of K;  type 1 quantifiers may be considered to range over subsets of K. 
The use of parameters is of key importance in the applications of indescr:ibability. 
Nevertheless, we shall frequently supress mention of them in the proofs, as when 
they can be "carried alofig" without special allowance. 
Definition ~. For q~ a sentence in ¢r~, K some ordinal and X ~ R(K),  we say tha: 
q~ reflects over R(K) (or "K  reflects q~"), when 
((R(K),X,e}I= ~2) ~ (:le~ < K) ( (R(a) ,X  Cl R(a),e)l= ¢). 
3.2. Measurables 
Our first theorem will be the well-known result that measurable cardinals are 
i~r~-indescribable. We would like to think of flipping properties as weakenings of 
:neasurabitity. The indescribabitity proofs for t~e other cardinals will therefore be 
presented as modified versions of the ultraproduct proof for measurables. 
"Note that if .K is rr~ reflecting., it is automatically ~,.~ ~,t¢cting, I~or if R(K)t,~IY~k(Y), then 
R(K)~ tk(Yo) for sorae Yo~ R(K). Now ~(Y.~) is ¢r~ in an additional parameter, ,so (R(,), v, Y~N 
R(a))~ = 4~(Ytx), so (R(~), t~)l-~IY¢(Y). 
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Lemma 3.2.1. Let K be a measurable cardinal, and tx be a normal measure on K. 
Then H.<~: (R(a),  a~)/l~  (R(K),  eL 
ProoL Cla|m, For any [f]'"~Fi,<rR(a)/lx, there is an xo~R(K) ,  such that 
/.t ({t~ l f (a )  = x0}) .-- 1. (Proof of claim : Let p be the function that assigns the ordinal 
rank of a set; then ~: ,,f: K ~ K and p of(a) < a for all c~. By normality of #, then, 
there is a single /3 such that (p o / ) (~)=/3  almost every, where, so f (a )~ R(/3) 
almost everywhere. For each x ~R( /3 )  set ;~, ={a t f (a )=x},  then 
/~( I ,3 .~a~f , )= !, so since (R(/3)) "~ < K and /x is .K-additive, /z(/.,o)= 1 !!or 
SOlr~e Xo.) 
If we let 
eo: I-I R(a)/tx--~R(K) 
~<K 
by eo([f]) = the x such that /x({a I f (a )  = x}) = 1, then it is easy to check eo is a 
bijection and an isomorphism of the corresponding structures. [] 
Lemma 3.2.2. LetK, u be asabove, then [[,<r(R(a + 1), e) /~ ~ (R(K + 1), e). 
ProM. Let e,: II,.~:ulq:(a + l)//a --~ R(K  + 1) by 
~([ I I )  = {x ~ R (K) l ,~ (1~ J x ~ f(~)}) -- ~t. 
Then e~ is one-one (refer to pr,:'dous lemma when checking) and entc, for if 
XC_R(K)  set f (a )=R(a) f ' lX .  Then e~([f])=X. It is easy to see e~ is a~ 
isomorphism between the corresponding structures. [] 
Lemma 3.2.3. With K, tz as before, there is a 1:1 map 
ez: t~ (R(a + 2), e)/~ --~(R(K + 2), e). 
t~<K 
e,. is an extension of el and ,,n embedding of structures, i.e., if 
then 
-~t~'~J l  A ~- +2)  
e,: l-I (R(a + I), ¢,A.)/I~ --~(R(K + 1),e,A) 
a<K 
is an isomorphism. 
N.B. e: is neither onto (# is not in its range) nor elementary. 
Proof, Let A~ ~ R (a  + 2) for each a < K. Then set 
'~ l~y [.f] we mean the equivalence lass, n'todulo ~, of f ~i I],<KR (a). For background on measures arid 
u~traproducts see Kleinberg [17]. 
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ez ({A,, }) = {x e R (K + 1) I U ({" ! e ~"(x )(a) ~ A~ }} = I } ~"°3 
Theorem 3.2.4. A measurable cardinal is rr ~.mdesc ~babte. 
Proo|. Let O/K)(O(X)) be a rr~-sentence true over (~R(K + 2), e), where q~(X) is 
'A crY. for some ~, Say (~tX)(~(X)) is true over no R(et + 2); ch~)se ~..~}.,.~ @
l-[.¢~R(a +2)such that R(ot + i )1 -~ ~/,(A,~) for each o. Then as ~ 
l~ (R(a+ I ) ,e ,A , , )~(R(K+ 1),e, o4} 
a<K 
where A=e~({A.}.<r),  by the fundamental theorem of ultraproducts 
R(K  + 1)~-~tt,'(A). This is a contradiction. (In fact, this proof shows that a 
• rr~-sentence r flects to g-measure 1 many a's.) ~ 
Th~-orem 3.2.5. The least completely ineffable cardinal is ~ ~ describable. In fact, 
there are sentences .~ ~ Z~ and ~:~ ~r~, such that 0/~) (c~ is comp&tely ineffable 
< > R(a)~ <=> R(a)~,~.), 
Proof. ~ is the formalization of "An excellent class of flips exists", ~: is the 
formalization of "For no ordinal K tes~ than (2~) * is Q~ eu~pty", Recall that Q. is 
the ath stage in the construction of Q, the class of excellent flips. (See remarks 
following proof of 2.2.1.) Ordinals tess than (2~) * are coded by elements of 
R(K + 2). [] 
Corollary 3.2.6. There is a completely ineffable below the first measurable cardinal. 
Actually, i~ l~ is a normal measure on K, t~ ({a < K I a is completely ineff, able }) = 1. 
3.3. Weakly compacts 
The set I-I~<K R(t~ + i) has 2K-many elements, o in order to collapse it to a nice 
structure we need to compare the sizes of 2X-many subsets of K, A cardinality-K 
sized subset of [Io<KR(a + i) would only require a measure that measured 
K-many subsets of K to do the job. The flips for weakly compact cardinals provide 
just such a piece of an ultrafilter. If C ~ 2 ~ with ~ = K and ~ ~ C such that for 
each ~ C~ ~ with ~ < K we have ( O ~)" = K, then we can asst~iate with (~ a 
measure ,~ on C, by tz (A) = 1 if A ~ ~ and tt (A) = 0 if K -.~- A ~ ~. It is easy to 
see that g trivially extends over the K-complete ~ubalgebra of 2 ~ generated by C, 
and that/~ is K-additive on this subalgebra. 
We would like to mimic the indescribability proof for measurable cardinals~ In 
the course of the argument~ it will be necessary, to examine the set, B. of a for 
which R (a )~ ~, where ~ is part of tl~e sentence we are trying to reflect~ B is the set 
of ~ for whiel~ an arithmetic sentence (a sentence which is ~0. for some n) is true in 
R(a), and so B is itself arithmetic (has an arithmetic definit:i~n) in R(K).  Thus, if 
we include all arithmetic subsets of K in the ~cope of our partial measure/,t~ we will 
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insure that ~tt can measure sets of B*s ilk, Also, in order to insure that the 
fundamental theorem of ultraproducts holds of our eventual structures, it will be 
necessary to choose a witness for an event in each R(~)  so that we may pnt 
together a witness for that event in R(K) ,  So we will have to include enough 
subsets of K to provide the necessary choice hmctions. 
llelinttton, Let K be ~cakly compact and X CI R(K) .  Let 3 be some choice 
function on R (K)(.:~' (x)E: x for all x ~ R (K) such tha(x # 0) with p (0) = 0, and let 
G ~ R(K)  be the glaph of ~;  G ~,: {(x ,y )~; (x )= y}. We define xM to be the 
collection of those subsets of R (K) which are bold-faced arithmetic in X x G. That 
is xM's elements have defining formulas in r~ with X x G as the parameter. 
Define L~ x~,<r  R(~ + i) as tho~e elements of Ho<~ R(e -~- i) whose graphs are in 
xM, Let x~ be a fli~ with the de~ired property and x~t be the associated tne~ure on 
the K-sized, K-additive subfield of 2 ~ generated by ,~M; the X-subsc;ipt will 
henceforth be dropped in rcferr~g to the partial measure, x~, ,~(R(~ + i), e)/~ is 
defined in thc obvions way, analogously to the uttraproduct for measurabtes, 
Lemma 3.3.1. With K, t~ as above, 
.~,:~,. .~):(R(k(.  )), ~ >:t~ ::~ *'~. (K). ,,'>, 
fi~r some k ~. x~,, ~ R (c~ ), k : K ~ K with k (tz ) ~ a for all a < K. 
Comment: k serves the role of the identity function, for we cannot hope that t-~ is in 
any way normal. 
P ro f .  Let 
0' = {[f]~ x~, ,~ R(~ + 1)/# I f (a )  is an c~rdinal for every a < K}. 
Define the total linear ordering < on t'7 by [f] < [g] if[ it({- l f ( " )  < g(a)}) ---: I. 
Claim. < is a we~l orderi~,,g. (The proof of the claim is as in well-foundedness 
proofs for ultraprotlucts via true measures; an o~-descending chain in ~3 ~ would, by 
the ~t-additivity of l~t, yield an ,a-descending chain of ordinals.) Now if we set 
C ~ @' to be those elements which are almost-everywhere constant (C is a < -initial 
segment), we can let [k] = the least upper bound of C. 
The role of identity function is played by k. for it is immediate, as in Lemma 3.2.1 
for measurabies, that if [~"]@ ~c,#,.~R(k(ct))[l~. then of is almost everywhere 
constant. The proof continues as in Lemma 3.2,1. ~ 
Lemma 3,3,2, With K, I~ as befi,re, there is a 1:t map 
el: , x ,~ ,~(R(k (a )+ t), e)/U -~ (R(K  + 1), e~. 
~'l~e ofiginM "'u~t~a~!uc~s'" were built frora partial pr~ucts~ See (Skolem [34]). 
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el is an extension of the isomorphism of the previous Lemma, and is an embedding of 
structures, i.e., if e~([f])--A ~R(K+I ) ,  then x~,<r(R(k(a)),f(a),~z)/~ -~ 
(R(K), A., e), 
Proo|. e~ is defined as in Lemma 3.2.2. [] 
Note, this fact is parallel to Lemma 3.2.3 for measurables, but at one level down. 
e~ is not onto (some good flips are not in its r~i~.nge). 
Lemma 3.3.3. x~<r(R((k(a)),e,[(a))/l~ saris]ies the fundamental theorem of 
ultraproducts, where f ~ x~ <r R ( k ( o~ )+ 1). 
ProoL The fundamental theorem of ultraproducts is usually proven by induction 
cn complexity of formulas. The only non-trivial ~,tep is in showing if (~ Y)(O(Y)) is 
true in almost every (R (k (a)), e, f(a)), it is tru,~, • in x~<~(R (k (ce)), e, [f])//z. For 
each a let 
,v~ = {Y ~ g(k(a))] (R(k(c O, e,f(a)) -- ~b(g)}. 
Then the seque~ace {w.}~<~ is m x~<~R(k(o~)+ 1) so {J(w.)} ~ x~.<xR(k(a)) .  
By the inductive hypothesis, ince R(k(a))~-" g~(J(w.)) for almost every 
(~, x~<r(R(k(a)) ,  e,[f])/~ ~ ~b([{Y (.:a)}~<r ]), 
hence x~<~ (R(k(a)), e,f(a))l~ ~(Bx)(~b(x)). [] 
Theorem 3.3.4. A weakly compact cardinal is 7r]-indescribable. 
ProoL Let R(K)~ ~0, where ~0 is the sentence (VY(ff(Y, Z)). Here Z C_ R(K) is 
~p's parameter and g, is arithmetic. Say 0 In )< K, R(a)l~ ~o ar,3d let A, C_ R(a) for 
each a, with 
(R(a) ,  e, Z f3 R(ot))~ ~ ~i,(A~,, Z f~ R(a)) .  
Set X = {(a,x)lx ~ A~}xZ. X codes both Z and {A.L<~,. Form 
x~,,<r(R(k(a) + 1), e)//x. 
Now k, our pseudo-identity, is arithmetic, so the function f~(a)= A ~t~ is in our 
partial product, as is f~(o:)= i~ ~ R(k(ot)). Set [ (~)= [~(a)× f~(~). 
/x({a I (R(k(a)), e,f(a))t= ¢(f~(a),,fz(a))}) = 1, 
so by the fundamental theorem 
x~<r ~g(k(a)), e, f (a))~ ~b ([f~], [f~]) 
so R(K)~ ~(e,([f~]),Z. R(K + 1)¢('rlY)(~b(Y.Z)). Contradiction. [] 
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Corollary 3.3.5. There are strong inaccessib~!es beneath any weakly compa,'A. 
Proof. It is easy to see that "K  is strongly inaccessible" is zr~i over R(K),  hence 
the statement reflects. [] 
3.4. Ineffables 
The argument showing that ineffables are zr~-indescribable is ,~,~milar to the 
indescribability argumem for weakly compacts, but the flip used to construct he 
partial ultraproduct, ~ (R(a  + 1), e)//x has some "normality" prcper~des that 
allow us to handle one more quantifier. 
Definition. If K is an ineffable cardinal and ~ is a flip on C _C. 2 K, ~ = K, such that 
the diagonal intersection, ~ ,  is stationary, we can define a measure p. on a certain 
subfield of 2 ~ by ~z(A) = 1 iff A C_ A~ fq F for F some closed, unbounded subset 
of K. 
(The subfield is exactly sets of the form ,5~ ~ F and their complements.) Now/x 
is closed under diagonal inte;section in that the diagonal intersectio~ of any 
K-many tz-large sets is ~z -large, and of course any element of the original collectior~ 
has measure 1 iff it was not flipped. We will call such a ~z "good". 
A sketch of a possible indesc~ibability argument is as follows. When we gluc 
together witnesses A~, to the failure of a TrY-truth in each R(a) ,  we get a set A that, 
hopefully, witnesses its. failure in R(K).  The statement, ~/,, that A does ~.itness its 
failure is ~r] over R(K)  with A as a new parameter. Now we take A~' by viewing (~ 
as a sequence, taken in any order, (the order won't matter), expand the structure to 
include things arithmetic in A, using only K's weak compactness this time. Final!y, 
apply ,~ ~-reflectir;g arguments for weakly compacts to show that ~(A)  is true since 
~(A f~ R(a))  is true almost everywhere. But we really only know that ~(A~) is 
true. Fortunately, t~'s normality properties show us th~at, most of the time 
A. ~ A fq R(a), 
A cleaner proof, the one we shall use, replaces the last ste;p of the above with the 
observation, that if K is strongly inaccessible, and 0 is ,"~ over R(K)  with a 
parameter X and R (K )~ 0 then 
s~ --:, ,o~ < K ! ~n(o~), X c~ o~)~ 0~ 
is a closed unbounded subset of K. If we let 0 be $, and X = A, we get that 
~(S0) = 1 so there are measule l-many a with R(a)~ ¢(A),  a contradiction. 
The advantage of the first proof is that it suggests a way of proving that a cardinal 
which always has n-good flips is 7r~-indescribable. A I-good flip is a flip having 
the diagonal intersection property. An n + l-good flip is a flip which, given any 
additional C C_ 2 ~, ~ = K, has an extension covering C which is an n-good ~ip. The 
proof would work by expanding the partial ultraproduct one time for :~ach additk~ 
quantifier, and using measures which extend each other as they be,.:ome poore:r. 
Note, in reference to the section on complete ineffability to come, that it is enough 
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to have n-good flips for each n ~ e,x to get rt~.inde~ribabi!ity for at! n, but this 
property is considerably weaker than complete ineffability. With this outline in 
mind, here is the argument. 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let K be ineffable~ lrhen ]i~r a g~d tt 
x':~..:-,dR(~)~ ~)/,~, ~y' R(Kt. 
~I ,  As in Lemma 3.3.t for weakly compacts~ but ~e must show t~at the 
pseudo-identity function, L is now the identity; that is, if ~f: K ~ K with [ (~)< ~ 
for all a <K.  I~  x~.<~(R(a) ,e) ,  then ]" i:~ constant almost everywhere. But if 
not, then for each ~ the set B. = {# # -~ is measure I by V. If B = &,. ~:.B, 
is the diagonal inte~ecfion of the B.'s, then for any ~ ~2 B, f (y )~ ~ contradicting 
/ (a )< ~ for all a < K. (All we really need is for B to be non-empty; we have 
~(e)  = ~.) ~ 
Lemma 3.4.2. There is a one-to-one map 
e~: x~.,.~: R( .  ¢. 1)/~ ~,',~ R(K  + IL 
that is an embe&~ing of s~n~ctures, i~e,. ff e~([f])~:~ A ~ K, and f (a )~ A,, 7~ R ((~,) 
then 
~:9..< :~ (R ( . ) .  A., , ')/# ~ (RfK) ,  A, ~" }. 
Atsa . ({ .  IA a e ( . )  ~ A,.}),:~ t. 
Proof, First part as earlier in Lemma 3.3.2. The "AI~'" is the imponan', parL For 
convenience we st~pl~t)se A ~ K. For each e, ~ K. B~, ~. {~" 1 o. ~ A,  ~ ~ ~ A}  
has measure t, so B = a.~ ~.B~, has measure i~ 8u~ ~o ~ any ~ ,B, A :~ R(~) ~= 
A~, ~ 
Lemma 3.4,3. For K strongly inaccessibl¢~ X ~ K~ and d,(X) a ~-~ sentence true 
o¢er P~ (K), 
{,~ ! (R(~ ), ~,,,x c~ R(,,)~. ~. ,t,(X)} 
is closed and unbounded, 
Proof. It is a well known result that {t~ 1R(~) is an e|ementaD' substructure of
R (K)} is closed and unbounded; to extend to Z~ formulas, ob.~.rve footnote I I. ~(] 
Theorem 3.4A. If K ~$ ir~ff~lbl¢~r K is ~ ~dnde,~crib~,bte. 
P¢oo[, ~' Say ~ ::: OiX)(~tY)(O(X, Y)) is tm¢ in R(K),  but not in any R(~) for 
~ < K. For each q ch~se A.  ~ R (a)~ such that R (,a) ~ (~ Y) -~ ~(A.~ Y) and l~t 
~is  time we~'c ompletely d ~  ~ntkm ~ ~'s ~ra~ter~ 
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X c'+~le the t.4,, } sequenee~ Form ~¢,+.,,(R(,;r 4+ 1), c )/l~ and let A ~= e,([[}), where 
f (~)  .... A+. The~ by the: Fundamental Theorem 
~+:;~o~ (R(a' + l)+f(a+)+ e ~++/~+t +'(VY)"-~ d'I[]. 'U): 
we would like 
( R: ( ~K +- 1 ), A, +~ }a t¥ "~-~ ) '~ ¢, (A, Y) 
iu order to gain a ¢ol~tradiclion. But if (R(K),A,y~,,~}g::(BY)(O(A. Y)), by 
Lemma 3A,3 there is a closed and unbounded set F for which a ~F  ~ 
R( t , )~(~ Y)(~',(A ~ ~, Y)Y Of course. ~(F )= 1 and 
~, ({.~ ,~ ~ ~ ~, ~ A ¢~ R(~' )})~ i 
so 
, ({~ ~ R(a)~. (~ Y)¢~(A~.. "~+)}~  1+ 
a c~+~iradiction, ~~+ 
Cor~llaD ' 3A,5~ 71~er¢, are weakly compacts am! weakly ineffables ~.~e~wath ny 
hw.~,~bt, +, cardimd. 
P~mL There are ,rr~ definitions of weak compacmess and weak ineffability, L] 
3~ X (~k~mpletely tn~ables 
We could, using techniques imilar to those used previously, show that for K 
completely ineffable. K ~s ~-indescribable for all n. A "tight" indescribability 
argument, however, yields a class ~" (of sentences which reflect) such that the set, 
~'"~ of negations o¢ elements of S contains a sentence ~, which describes the 
~ ~ - 1 cardinal. Since (~.,~..~.)  ~ ~<:~ it is clear that ~.~,~-~. is not the natural. 
maximal indescribability class for completely ineffables~ We shall show that if M ~,~ 
is the least (standard, transitive) admissible set containing R (K + 1) as an element, 
and if ~ is ~ o~ er M ~ ~, M ~. ~ ~. then ~,,  ~ ~ ¢ for some a ~ K. (By ~t we mean 
the class of ¢ in~ prenex form with at most one unlimited existential quantifier 
interpreted as rm~ging over elements of M~.,; other quantifiers are limited, and ~ 
may ha~e constants from M~+~, but has no special predicates denoting subsets of 
M~+~.) ~ere  is a ¢ ~ ~ such that M~+~ 4~ ~ .K is completely ineffable. 
Previously we worked ~ith flips; i,e.~ pieces of a n~msurc that lie within a medel. 
For this argument we will need the complete outsid~ normal measure on K, so we 
wilt haw. to mention a eo,~t~O~e, standard, m~asitive modei, M, satisfying 
ZFC + "K is completely ineffable?' For the remaind,:r of Section 3.5, K and M will 
be such objects. By M, . ,  we will mean M's M~ ,,. W~en we state theorems about K 
we mean Oral the statements h~.ld about ~ in M. H~nwever, by the usual techniques, 
~hese ~latemenls can be translated into theorems in ZFC+ "K is completely 
incffablCL (Here is a brief desc6ption o~ the translwion procedure: say we prove a 
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statement ~r about K in M. Argue instead as follows: Suppose ~r fails. Now take M 
to be a sufficiently elementary countable submbdel of the universe. In particular.. 
M ~--a or. Force over M to get an outside normal measure. Now repeat the 
argumen~ proving o- in M, a contradiction. Thus o- must actually hold.) 
Lemma 3.5.1. Let M r = {f: K ---> M I f ~ M} and let all be a normal M-ultrafilter 
on K. Let IX(X) = 1 if X ~ ql, Ix(X) = 0 if K - X ~ ¢1. Then S, defined to be the 
standara part" of M~/IX, contains an isomorphic opy of the least admiss:'ble set 
containing R(K  + 1) as an element. 
Proof. Claim. M~:/IX is admissible. 
Proof af claim. By the fundamental theorem of ultraproducts, easily verified in 
these circumstances, Mx/Ix ~-M, so M~:/# ~= ZFC. 
Claim. Let S be the well founded part (standard part) of Mr~Ix. Then the:re is a 
naturally defined embedding e, of R(K  + 1) into $. 
Proof of claim. The proof is similar to that for previous ultraproduct a-o.~:ments. 
For a < K, the constant function Lf~] becomes identifie4 with ~, and the tdentity 
function id(a)= a is sent via e to K (use normality) so that I I .<xR(a)/~,  
considered as a subset of Mr/ix, is identified with R(K)  and II,<rR(~z + 1)/ix ~ 
R (K + 1), as in the measurable cardinal case. 
Now, as K ~ S and Mr/Ix ~ the power set axiom, (2r) ~ ~ S. The standard part 
of an admissible structure is admissible ~, so .~/~+~, the least admissible set 
containing R(K  + 1) as an element i~ contained in S. [] 
Lemma 3.5.2. For [f] ~ M~ /IX, i: [f] ~ M~÷,  (considered as embedded in Mx /IX ), 
then ~f(o~) ~ ~,~+~ almost everywhere. 
Proof. If If] ~ M~,,, then M ~ "[f] is in the least admissible set containing 
R ([g ] + 1)" where g is the identity function. Apply the fundamental theorem. [] 
Theorem 3.5.3. Let ~([/,],[f2] . . . . .  [.fn]) be a limited formula over M~:+~. Then 
,(f,(~x),/~_(o~) . . . . .  In(a)) is true over ~+~ for almost every a iff 
~,~+, ~ ~([/,] . . . . .  [fo]). 
Proof. By induction on complexity of ~, as in fund.,mental theorem of ultrapow- 
ers. The only non-trivial step (and the one that shows why , ' s  quantifiers must be 
limited), is that if M**tl=(:lx~jf(a))¢(x,.f(a)) almost everywhere, then 
Mx÷t I= (3x ~ [.f])~b(x, [~¢]), assuming that sentences of $'s complexity satisfy .the 
"~ See (Barwise [2]). 
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theorem. Simply choose g(c~) ~ ,f(ct), so that almost everywhere 
M, ,~= q~(g(a),f(ct)). No~v M~lp, ~ [g] ~ If] ~o, since M~ is transitive, [g] ~ 
~t~,+,, so .~,~.,., ~ ¢([gl,[fl), so 
~t'~,, ~ (~x ~ If]) ~O(x, If]). [] 
Had the existential quantifier been unlimited, the witness we glued together 
might not have been in M~<÷~. 
Corollary 3.5.4. Let q~ = (~x)q~(x,[f,]  . . . . .  [f],,) be such that M~. ,~ & Then 
M~.~(~x)q~(x , f~(a)  . . . . .  f,,(a)) for almost et'ery a. So K is ~-over-the-next-  
admissible indescribable. 
Proof. The old "get an existential @aantifier for free" trick. If ,~¢~.~ tb, then 
M~I= ~¢([g],[f,] . . . . .  [f~]), so by Theorem 3.5.3, ,~t~÷~t= q~(g(~),f~(a') . . . . .  f . (a) )  
almost everywhere, so ,~,~t = q, almost everywhere. 
N.B. If [f] ~ R(K  + 1) viewed as embe,hded in the ultraproduct, then f (a )= 
[f] f3 R(a)  almost everywhere. [] 
Corollary 3.5.5. K is ,r~-indescribable for all n. 
Proof. A 'rrt,-sentence is a limited sentence over ,~:+~ since R(K+I )~ 
M~+I. [] 
Theorem 3.5.6. There is a sentence 0 which is 7r~ over M~ such tha1 
M.÷~ ~ t~ <'~ a is completely ineffable. 
Proof. 0 simply says that for all o~ in M,.+t Q~# 0. (See Corollary 2.2.4.) [] 
We h~we now exactly characterized the indescribabi!ity inherent in complete 
ineffability. 
Our immediate inference is 
Corollary 3,5.7. There are ineffable cardinals less than K. 
Proof. "K  is ineffable" has a ,r.~-definition, so it reflects 
(K is ineffable ~ (~t ~ S~:)(::lt' ~ t)('q closed unbounded C){C f~ At' # 0}). [] 
An interesting fact about the construction of Q can now be seen. 
Let its define y to be the least ordinal not in Mr+t. In Fact 2.2.2, we showed that 
0 ~ y, where 0 = number of steps required to construct O. The reflection property 
for complete ineffables shows that O~f y, for if 0 < y, then 
. s l~ l~ (30)[Oo÷, = Qo# O]. So some K~ < K has MKI÷t~ (30)[Qo÷~ = Qo# O]. 
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But .'his means that K~ is completely ineffable, so the statement reflects to a 
K~ < K~, and so on, yielding a descending chain of ordinals. 
So, to check if a cardinal K is completely ineffable, we need only ca,-ry out the 
process of squeezing down on Q f.~r 3' + 1-many steps. Were K not completely 
ineffable this fact would be discovered in less than-3" many s~eps. If r is completely 
ineffable, we will know this at exactly the 5,th step. This answers a question of 
Baumgartner. 
l~emarks on t~e forcing arguments of Section 2 
It is possible that (if K is actuaIty measurable) the construction of Q as above will 
yield a measure? I.e., could it happen that L.J Q be a measure? No, :ince this 
means that for every A _C K either A or K -  A would disappear from some 
1..) Q~, so by admissibility there would be an t~ < 3' such that L.J Q~ is a measure, 
which by the reflection property for completely ineffables leads to an infinite 
descending chain. By repeating this argument "above a fixed ~¢ ~ Q" ,  we see that 
L.I {@ ~ Q I @ ~> cd} cannot be a measure ither. Thus the forcing of Section 2, 
which yields a normal M-ultrafilter, always yields a generic object outside the 
ground model (as long as we use the canonically constructed Q as forcing 
conditions). This fact is, of course, not surprising and could be proved just using the 
indescribability property of measurable cardinals. But the type of analysis used 
above answers a more interesting question. If a weakly corapact cardinal actually is 
completely ineffable, could the forcing we used to produce an M-ultrafiiter happen 
to produce a normal M-ultr~filter? 
This too is impossible. Consider the forcing a.rgument in Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose 
~// were a normal M-altrafilter. Then M[G] ~." I~ G is a normal M-ultrafilter". 
But the staeement in quotes can b.  written as a first-order formula, q~ (G), where all 
quantifiers are restricted to (2~) sf. i.e., as a formula of rank K + 1 in the language of 
forcing. Now some ~ tb q~ (G). By using the sy,tactic definition of"lk" together with 
the f.~ct hat (2~) ~ ~ .~Ir+~, we can find a form~da ~, ~v~ over ~g+~, saying that some 
condition i~- ¢(G).  But now by reflecting ~ to an ordinal below K we get another 
ordinal which must ~e completely ineffable (since it satisfies ~),  and continuing to 
reflect ~/t wc once again get an infinite descending cia,~in. 
3.6. A little coherence goes a long way ~ 
There is one comparison for which the previous approach is insufficient. Both 
weakly compact and weakly ineffable cardinals are ~r~ indescribable and ¢r~ 
describal:~le. But by using a small part of the coherence ~trength of weakly inettables 
we shall soon see that below any such cardinal there is a K which is ~r~- 
" Tl~e results in this section x~ere already known and although our proofs of them do not involve flipping 
properties, we include them for the sake of completeness. 
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indescribable for all n and m. It is well-known that any "rr~-indescribable is weakly 
compact, so there are weakly co~npacts beneath the first weakly i~effable. 
The outline of the argument is zs follows: we shall code a "description" of c~ as a 
subset, A, of t~. That is, A,~ has some property true about R(a)  ~uch that A~ f3 3' 
fails to have the property for R(~/), wherever y < a. Therefore, if a < [3, A~ a~d 
A~, cannot possible cohere~ There is a hitch, in that the codings only work well for 
certain a's.  The set of "nice" ce's turns out to be closed and unbounded, so the 
following lemma surmounts the coding problem. 
Lemma 3.6.1. Let K be weakly ineffc~ble and F be a closed, unbounded subset ef K. 
Say As C_ 8 for each ~ < K. Then there are two ordinals, a and[3, in F with a < [3 and 
A,, =Ao~a.  
Remark. In fact, the proof shows there is a K-sized set B C_ F, with A,  = A, f3 ~ 
for any r~, 3' ~ B with r /<  % but the lemma as stated is all we need. A cardinal 
which has the property of the lemma (coherence on any two points of a closed, 
unbounded set) is called a subtle cardinalY 
Remark. This lemma also shown why the step from weakly ineffable to ineffable is 
one of introducing an additional uniformity; the coherence definition for ineffable 
states there is a single set of cohe~ ence, which intersects all closed, unbounded se~s; 
a weakly ineffable might need different sets of coherence to ~:eet different closed, 
unbounded sets. 
Proof of lemma. Define A~C_c~ for each a<K by A*~=A~, where r~= 
sup(F fl (o~ IJ {c~}). This doesn't define A *,'s for those a < iaf(F); we can just let 
such A ~s be null. Note for c~ ~ E A ~* = A,,. 
By weak ineffability there is a £1 C_ K, ~ = K on which the A *~'s cohere. Cihoos.~.  
& r /~  B so that there is at least one 5' ~/7  with inf F < ~ < 5' < ~. Then there is a~ 
a ~< ~ and a/3 ~< "0, distinct elements of F, such that A ~ = A,, and A *, = A~. Since 
A~= A~& A ,=A~f3~.  L-q 
Corollary 3.6.2. Let K, F be as above. Say As C R (6) for each ~ ~ F. Then there 
are two ordinals, a and fl, in F with a < [3 and As = A~ (q R(ee). 
Proof, (A simple coding). Let F '  = F ¢~ {c~ < K t (R(a) )  ~ = a}. F ~ is still closed 
unbounded. Let c map R (K) 1-1 onto K in such a way that whenever (R(ot)) = = a, 
c "R (c~) = a. Let 
~ 0 if $~ F' 
Ag 
c"A~ if $ ~ F'. 
"For more on subtle cardinals ee Jensen-Kunen [13]. 
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For~, /3~F ' , i f~ , - ' -A~f3a ,  thenA~=Aof~R(a) .  [] 
Theor~m 3.6.3. Let K be weakly ineffable. Then there is a cardinal a < K such that 
ot is rr', ~ indescribable for all m and n. 
Proof. Say not. Let F = {a < K l (R (a ) )  ~ = a}. For each ~ ~ F let Co(X) be a 
~r ~f formula, and Xo C_ R (a)  be such, that (R (a),  X,~, e ) ~ ~ (X) but for each y < ~, 
(R(7) ,  X. Ct R (7) ,e}~ ~ ¢(X) ,  
Let p~ ~ ~ be the G6del number (in some fixed numbering scheme for formulas) of 
¢ . (X )  and let 
A~ = {(0,p.)} U{(1, m.)} U{(2, n~)} U {(3, x)[ x ~ X~}. 
But given a, f l~E  a<f l ,  if A~=A~R(a) ,  we get ¢~(X) to be the same 
formula as ¢~(X), m, = m~, n,~ = n~, and X, = X~ ~ R(a) ,  yielding an immediate 
contradictior:. ~ 
4. Absoluteness to L 
. I 
The flipping cheracterizations of the cardinals we have studied make it easy to 
show that they are absolute to L. The key observation is that if a K-sequence in L 
has a flip in V with a large diagonal intersection, all initial segments of the flip are in 
L. In fact, what the flip does to the first ~-many sets can be read offfrom any single 
ordinal in the intersection of the first a-many sets in the flip. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let P(K)  be any of the following properties 
(i) K is strongly inaccessible 
(ii) K is weakly compact 
(ii~) K is weakly ineffable 
(iv) K is ineffable 
(v) K is completely ineffable. 
Let Pt be the relat~vization of P to the class of constructible sets. Then P(K)  ~ 
P'-(K). 
Proof. The same technique proves cases (i), (ii~, (iii) and (iv). For concreteness, 
and since this case has the largest number of details to check, we take p(K)  to be K 
is ineffable. We have that f¢t ~ S~:)(3t')[t'~ t azad/it '  is stationary]. We need to 
show that in L, K has this same property. So let t ~ L, t: K ~ 2 x. Let t' be such that 
t' - t and At' is stationary. We will show that t' itself is in .L. Then we are done since 
(At') L = .4t' and since amy subset of K which is closed in L is truly closed, At' is 
stationar) in L. 
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Showing t' ~ L is, plainly, equivalent o showing that for 
T '={a<Kl t ' (a )=t (a )} ,  T '~L ,  
Notice that for a~y a < K, T'  ~ a ~ L since, and here is the main observation, if we 
take any 6 > a with ~ ~ z~t', then T'f~ c~ = {/3 < a I~ ~ t(/3)}. (The corresponding 
proof for the case P(K) = "K  is strongly inaccessible" ends right here.) So we have 
T'C_ K with the property that Va < K[T '~ c~ ~ L], Since K is ~r~, reflecting, the 
following lemm,~ will get the result. 
Lemma 4;1.2. There is a rr~ predicate qt(A) such that [or any ordb~al ~ >0,  
R(8)t= ~!~(A ) iff ~ is a regular cardinal and A is a non-constructible subset of ,5. 
"reof  of Lemma. 4~(A) says that 
(i) Every class which codes a function f :On--*On satisfies f3/a)(]/3 )
[/3 
(ii) Every class which codes a wellfounded model, (M, E), of V = L does not 
have A as an eiemeni-. 
Since (i) guarantees that whenever 6 > 0 and R(,3)~ 4~(A), 8 will be a regular 
cardinal, to say "wellfounded" in (ii) we need only say that no x codes an infinite 
descending e-chain. 
Now suppose 8 > 0 and R (6) ~ +(A) .  Then t~ is regular. If A were construc~ible, 
then for some/3, ~ </3 < 8+, A ~ L, ( = the class of sets constructed by level/3). 
.As ~ = K, we can code (L~, ~ ) by some (M, E}, a strbset of R (6), so R (~) I~ 4'(A ). 
So A is non-constructible. Conversety, if 6 is regular and A is a non-constructible 
subset of 6, clearly R(~)I= t~(A). []  
Now, were T 'Z  L we would have R(K)~ ~(T') which gives us a 6 < K such 
that T' f-~ 6 is non-constructible. Thus T' ~ L ; so t' ~_ L, and we are done. 
Now for the case in ,which P(K) is " / (  is completely ineffable", we use a forcing 
argument which can, by the usual tricks, be converted to a proof in ZFC. Suppose 
M is a countable standard transitive model of ZFC + K is completely ineffable. As 
in [ 'heorem 2.2.1, we use forcing to construct ql, a normal M-ultrafilter on K. Now 
all the properties of being a normal (L)'~-ult~'afilter, except for property (iv) are 
routinely seen to hold for ~t ~ (L) ~, The indescribability argument used for the 
earlier cases of this theorem shows that ~l ~ (L) ~ satisfies property (iv). So by 
Theorem 2.2.1, L t = K is completely ineffable. []  
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